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Abstract' This paper presents a system for dressing virtual humans withdynamic simulation capabilities. ihe garments are ionstructed of cuttingpatterns, impo rted fro m,ao,nargt. cAD iystems. Two app roachis for ed iti ngclothes yrere imptemented and invgstigated: a ttunirihniiri"grrr* uraa plug-in to Adobe .lllus.tra.tor The"system produces dressed vir.tualhumans using as an. input a body fire aid a grrment fire. tt is then possibreto carry out simurations.of wltking dresseihumanr. rorini-iittur a hybridapproach for croth-body coilisioi detection was develop,e,i. lt-is based onboth imase- and object-spa.ce techniquis with the inir;ii; t;';rorporatetheir advantages. rmages of both static and dynamic;i;ri;;i;;;, producedwith the svstem, along with performance dita are giuuiilliirnd of thispaper.

1. Introduction

considering the quickry increasing performance of themodern computers rear-time croth simutation rooks more and
more realistic. The main aim of this work is to develop a system
for dressing virtuar humans and animating them warking on acatwalk' such a system can have two maior apprications. Firstit will be useful for fashion designers, who could immediately
,,dress" a new fashion design on a 3D viftuar body, make it go
on a catwark and view it from a set of different pointr.

The second application is in the field of e-commerce, An
lnternet system can be developed, such that the customer using
a viftual moder of his body can browse different garments in a
computer catalogue, try them on, walk in a virtual environment
and buy if he/she is satisfied with the choice. In order to develop
such a system the foilowing c'mponents are needed: 3D model
of the human body, physicar croth moder for computer simura-
tion, garment description in an erectronic form, which supposes
a piece of software for editing garments, and efficient and pre-
cise algorithm for collision detection

The rest of the paper is organised as foilows: The next
section reviews previous work on cloth modelling and simula_
tion, collision detection for the purposes of cloth ,]rutution unogarment representation. section 3 presents a modification of
Provot's cloth moder with improved super-erasticity handring.
section 4 explains the combined technique for coilision detec-
tion. section 5 gives information about garment description and
editing. section 6 presents s'me resurts and section 7 con-
cludes the paper,

2. Related Work
Cloth Modef

Methods to moder croth for computer graphics have been

investigated for about two decades. weir [23] was the first toreport a moder for croth objects using a trruo step geometric
pr'cess. Around 1g86,.Feynman [12], deveroped the flrst physi-
cally-based moder which was niseo on erastic sheil theory.since then researchers have found many ways to describe crothdynamics that differ mainry in their physicar uccrra.y, numericat
stability and computationar cost. Mass-spring partilie systems
are mainly used whire s'me [17,21,6,10r rrptbv finite iement
methods (FEM). Breen et ar [5] first empioyeo particte systems
to approximate textire behaviour from a Kawabata Eviruation
System (KES) [13]. Eberhardt et ar [9] improved Breen,s model
by adding simulation of hysteresis effects obtained direcfly from
I KES_: Provot [15] introduced a simple mass_spring iopofogy
(see Figure 1) which is commonry used due to its effil iency and
simplicity, Provot uses rinear (Hook) springs and appries expricit
Euler integration.

The elastic moder of croth is a mesh of rxn mass points,
each of them being rinked to its neighbours by massress springs
of natural length greater than zero. ihere are three differenttypes
of spring:
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Figure 1. Spring types in the cloth model

Springs tinking veftices [a / with 1.H.1, i], and [i 7] with
fi, j+1] are called ,,stretch,, springs;

Springs l inking vert ices [a /  with l i+1, j+11, and
[i+1, j] with [r, 7+1] are called ,,shear;,'springs; 

' ' 't

Springs linking vertices [i / with li*[, A, and [a / with
[i, f2] are called ,,bend" springs.-'

As the names indicate, the first type of spring imprements
resistance to stretching, the second - to shearing and the third- to bending.
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l t t  p, '(0, u,1(0, a,1(0, where r1,.. . , /and j=1,.. . ,n, be respec-
tively the positions, v'elocities, and accelerations of the mass
points at time f. The system is governed by the basic NeMon's
law.

( 1 )  t i j =  f f i , , an

wheremr is themasso f  po in t  i i  and f , , i s thesumof  a l l  f o rces
applied at point ii.rheforce f,,can be ciivided in two categories.

Internal lorces arising from the tensions of the springs.
The overall internal force applied at point i is a result of the
stiffness of all springs linking this point to its neighbours:

(2) r,*( p,1 ) = -Zn,,ol ( on, - pi1 ) -,i,.,,P!' - 
?,i),k, t  t  

'  
l iQo-p i i t t )

where k,n,is the stiffness of the spring linking ij and kl, and

tfln,is the natural length of the same spring.

The external forces can differ in nature depending on what
type of simulation we wish to carry out. The most frequenily
applied forces are:

. Gravity: f f' 
=mp, where g is the gravity acceleration;

o Viscous c nvdlamping: Ii- = -C,o$;u), where C,o is a

damping coefficient,
. Collision response.

Using the above formulation we may compute the force
fr(4 aOOlied to point ijatany time f. The fundamental equations
of Newtonian dynamics can be integrated over time by a simple
Euler method:

a,,( t+at)- f i+, f t l
(3) v,,(t + At ) - v,i(t )+ At a,,(t + At ) ,

Pii(t + At ) = Pi1(t ) + At v,,(t + At )

where At is a chosen time step. The Euler Equations 3 are
known to be very fast and to give good results, provided the time
step Af is less than the natural period of the system:

(4)  Ts=n" lmlK,
where K is the highest stiffness in the system.

Numerous recent works in cloth simulation (see for ex-
ample [3,7,11]) has shown that improvements in stabi l i ty are
possible by using implicit integration. However, for complex
garments with mapping of KES measurements to the spring
propefties, explicit integration stil l proves to be beneficial in
terms of efficiency in our case [19]. The advantages of Euler
integration became parlicularly apparent when computation of
the collision detection and response, which require small time
steps, was taken into consideration, similar results were also
indicated by Volino and Magnenat-Thalmann in [22].

There are also commercially available systems for cloth
simulation [24]. However, the companies do not describe the
simulation methods. Most probably they use some of the ap-

proaches and algorithms, mentioned above and published in the
scientific journals.

Super-elasticity
Due to its simplicity and effectiveness the above outlined

Provot's cloth model has low computational demands, but it has
one serious drawback. lt is called super-elasticity and it is a
result of the ideal nature of the springs used in the model. Most
fabric types are far from being ideaily erastic and when under
stress they have hysteresis behaviour. As a consequence of the
super-elasticity in most cases the simulated cloth stretches
even under its own weight which has a negative effect on the
resemblance of real cloth. since super-elasticity can drastically
reduce the simulation realism, means for counteraction should
be considered. One partial solution of the problem is to increase
the stiffness of the springs in the system. According to Equation
4 this would result in a decrease of the natural period of the
system and would force us to use a smaller time step for
keeping the system stable. This in turn would lead to a more
costly algorithm due to the increased number of iterations re-
quired for the same sirnulation time which is not desirable.

A better course of action to super-elasticity handling is
based on introducing dynamics constraints in the system. To
account for super-elongation, caused by the linear springs, provot
[15] constrains parlicles' positions in a post correction step so
that springs can not extend above a cefiain threshold (usually 5-
10% of their natural length, depending on the material properties
to be simulated). Vassilev et al [19] improved this by modifying
the particles' velocities instead of their positions with the intent
to prevent the over-elongation of the springs.

In the above approaches it is either clearly stated that the
order in which the points and springs are processed is not taken
into account or there are n0 evidences for a specific order.
Usually the order depends entirely on the underlying data struc-
ture. As a consequence it is a common case that the adjustment
of a spring over-elongates one 0r more already processed springs
and some time is needed for this process to converge. Further-
more in some cases the correction procedure is invoked more
than once during a single time step. This is done to speed up
the convergence and also with reversal of the springs order for
restoration of the balance in the system. The system presented
herein employs super-elasticity handling algorithm which cor-
rects the springs when necessary in a specific order. The latter
is obtained in advance by the algorithm and is aimed at prevent-
ing the over-elongation of already corrected springs and at im-
proving the super-elasticity handling routine in regard to conver-
gence.

Collision Detection
Collision detection proves to be a botfleneck of dynamic

simulation algorithms. This is especially true if surfaces are
highly discretized owing to the number of potentiar coiliding
particles. Most of the existing algorithms [18] for detecting
collisions between cloth and other objects in the scene are
based on geometrical object-space interference tests. They use
geometric calculations to detect penetration between a cloth
pafticle and a face of the object together with strategies to
minimise these geometric calculations. Bounding vorume hier-
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archy approaches divide the space into simpre bounding vor-
umes such as bounding spheres, axis-arigned bounding boxes(MBB), object oriented-bounding boxes (0088) or k-Dop vor-
umes [1a]. The hierarchies are represented by tree structures
which reduce the comprexity from 0(n2) o'f u nunu, imptemen-
tation to 0(n rog n), where n is the nrm'ber of porygons in croth
and object. Additional culling of possible interaciions between
cloth and cloth can be achieved by taking the sudace curyature
of cloth into account" The basic idea is that particles close to
each other on a row curuature surface are unrikery to coilide. use
of sufface curyature is described by Volino et at lzol and provot
[1 6j

By partitioning the space around the croth into uniformry
sized cells (voxers), the comprexity of a coilision query can be
reduced further from 0(n log n)to 0(n).This is porrintriucause
voxel size and positions are known and reference to them can
be made direcfly. Bigriani et ar [4] and Zhang et ar [25] report
such techniques. In order to reduce memory requirements, they
use hash tables for the voxel data.

vassilev et al [19] use similar ideas as that of the voxel
based approaches, described above, but reduce the probrem
trom 3D to 2 r/2D depth maps. This approach is an image
space based collision detection in which the modern graphics
hardware is emproyed for rasterization and depth map gJneration
for collision tests. Thus. memory requirements are irastically
reduced. Furlhermore, interpolation units of the graphics hard-
ware are harnessed to compute smooth surface normals for
collision response, Vertex velocities of dynamic objects are in-
terpolated in a similar way to allow quick calculation of the
resp0nse to dynamic collisions. The performance of image space
based approaches is independent of complexity of the objects'
geometry and therefore particularly well suited for use in com_
bination with highly accurate densely sampled 3D body scans.

Both object and image-space approached have their pros
and cons. A common drawback of all obiect_

jects, is the necessity of frequent hierarchy up_
dates. The updates are computationally expen_
sive hence simulation speed degrades. In addi_
tion, the interference tests in object-space are
complicated by nature too. The basic image_space
based approach has a serious disadvantage, too,
which makes it unusable for animation purposes
in scenes with overlapping of objects or parts of
objects during the animation. When overlapping
occurs it results in loss of essential depth infor_
mation needed for col l is ion detection.

Another group of image-space based tech_

overlapping and serf-overrapping objects. The technique is dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 4.

Garment Description
A cloth moder such as that described here, is, 0n its own,

not sufficient for garment simulation. while standards to de_
scribe garments exist [1,2] they are vulnerabre to misinterpre-
tations by different cAD systems, they are not commonry used
by designers and do not provide sufficient information for a
virtual try-on system. The modern cAD apparer systems export
only the geometry of the garment cutting patterns in AutocAD DXF
format which incrudes no information about seaming, material
properties, etc.

3. Cloth Model Modification

The system presented in this work utirizes a modification
of Provot's cloth model in regard to super-elasticity handling, lt
uses a velocity directional modification approach [1g] for ad-justing the springs but the order in which this is done is carefully
chosen. The spring processing order is obtained via argorithm
which takes into consideration the setup in the 3D scine. lts
idea follows the intuitive concept to process the points (respec-
tively the springs connected) centre of high tension first, The
following spring adjustments are then performed in direction
towards the high tension centres. This usually minimizes the
over-elongation of already corrected springs and eliminates the
need to invoke the constraint procedure more than once in a
single time step. subject to adjustment are the ,,stretch,, and
,,shear" springs while the ,,bend,, ones are skipped, We do not
restrict the ,,bend" springs in the model because real fabrics
fold easily and bending unlike stretching and shearing is almost
not limited at all.

space based techniques, when used for dynamic 0 Z, g
simulations and/or simulation of deformable ob- rpl t 1l il
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niques are the so cal led ,,depth peel ing" algori thms. They do not
suffer from the overlapping disadvantage of the basic approach
but the process of depth maps generation is computaiionaily
expensive which is especially true from in case of complicated
3D scenes,

This work utilizes combined collision detection technique
which uses an image-space appr.ach whenever possibre be-
cause of the efficiency of the latter. In addition it is coupled with
object-space based approach which is necessary for handling

Figure 2. Parlicurar exampre of point (respectivery spring) processing
order for super_elasticity handling

The adjustment order of the springs is obtained through
series of mass points and springs soft routines. A more detailed
explanation of the method can be found in [B].

Figure 2a depicts a particurar exampre of processing order
defined by the numbers in the image, for the piece of cloth in
the 3D scene in Figure 2b. The springs of the cloth model in
Figure 2a are omitted for clarity. Sp (in Figure 2a) denotes a
static point.
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4. Combined Gloth-body Gollision n
Detection

This technique is an implementation of the idea to utilize
an image-space approach whenever possible because of its
efficiency, independence of body complexity and hardware sup-
port. Furthermore, in order to cancel its drawback the image-
space approach is combined with an object-space one. Follow-
ing this scheme in our case a decomposition of the virtual
human model is necessary (figure 3). The image-space part of
the technique is used for the torso and the head. The reason is
that self-overlapping could not occur except in cases of extreme
bending for which this approach was not meant initially. The
limbs, which most likely obscure or are obscured by the torso
or other limbs, are taken care of in object-space.

lmage-space Details
The image-space approach is borrowed from [19]. Two

depth maps respectively for the front and the back of the torso
are needed. They are acquired via two off-screen renderings
from the point of view of two orthogonal cameras at the centre
of the front and the back face of the body's bounding box (BB).
The cameras point at the centre of the BB. An example of a setup
for front map acquisition and the respective depth map are
shown in figure 4. The depth values are floating-point values
ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. A value of 0.0 represents a point at the
near clipping plane which in this case is set to the front face of
the BB (the darker shades in figure 4b). A value of 1.0 stands
for a point at the far clipping plane set to the back face of the
BB (the brighter shades).

The detection of collisions with the help of the depth maps
is quite simple. lt is carried out through depth values compari-
son after conversion of the coordinates for each mass point from
the cloth to map coordinates. The calculation of the coordinates
is simplified due to the use of orthogonal projections and the
positions of the cameras in contrast to the general case of
projection in screen coordinates.

Obiect-space Details
In this work the model of a human body is considered as

polygonal model, i.e. its surface is constructed of triangles. In
addition it is assumed that the model is well detailed and
consists of small enough triangles in comparison to the whole
body size. This assumption is important for the hi-
erarchy construction stage. Each limb is treated sepa-
rately of the torso and the other limbs. This results
in a decrease of complexity 6ecause of the reduction
indomainspaceforpar t i t ion ingandco| | is iontes t - t r1
ing. Further simplification is achieved by substituting ffi'"
the more complicated case'of deformable surface -
body verification with point (cloth vertex) - object
verification.

In regard to the human model the position of
a point from the cloth surface could be acceptable,
non-penetrating the body, and unacceptable or pen-
etrating the body. The unacceptable state of a point
means that the point belongs to the domain enclosed

r

Figure 3. Decomposition of a virtual 'human model
- a prerequisite for applying the combined collision detection

by the surface faces of the human model. This is quite simple
from a perceptual point of view but determining the point's state
programmatically is quite complex. The strategy followed in this
work is to find in the ideal case the closest triangle from the
body to the cloth point of interest and then to inspect the posi-
tions of the point in two successive simulation steps. The tri-
angle should be in close proximity to both point positions be-
cause of the small time steps required for smooth animations,
As an outcome of the two tests it is determined whether the point
intersects the plane containing the triangle. At the same time the
projection of the vector between the respective point and the

Figure 4. Srt; for front depth map acquisition and the respective depth map
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origin along the normal vector of the triangle is calculated. This
information is useful for computing the distance to the triangle
and necessary for the collision response stage.

A few characteristics of the human body are taken into
account while considering the hierarchy type which is to be
used. some of them were already mentioned. Another feature
influencing the choice of the hierarchy is that the human body
and its limbs in particular are rather symmetric. As a conse-
quence the describing triangles are conseruatively regularly
distributed in relation to the centre of the corresponding BB
Additionally, because of the integrity of the body ihere uru no
sparsely occupied spaces.

The above said makes the group of voxer subdivision
approaches a good choice. Due to the regularity there is no
need for sophisticated subdivision algorithm witn crlterions about
the best split. we simpry sprit the domain of a given rimb to
halves with a prane parailer to its rargest dimension. This
strategy proved to produce a balanced hierarchy in most cases.
Figure 5 demonstrates this approach for the entire body of a

. 5. Garment Description and Editing
As mentioned in section 2, the existing cAD apparer sys-

tems only export the geometry of the cutting patterns which is
not sufficient for cloth simulation. That is 

-why 
a proprietary

format has been developed for the described systlm. in addition,
a piece of software for editing garments had to be developed,
which can import a DXF fire, edit the patterns and save thegarment in new format.

Two approaches for editing garments were exprored in the
described system:

1. A stand-arone MS windows programme for editinggarments was developed, which has the following functions:
import a garment from a DXF fire, geometric minipurations
(move, mirror, rotate), specifythe paneitype (front, bac[, sleeve,
etc'), specify garment type (shirt, trouserl) and size, position thepanels, specify seaming rines, specify texture pele fire) for
each panel, save the garment in the proprietary format, etc.(figure 6). A freeware open source DIME iibrary was used tor
implementing the DXF import.

Figure 6. Garment editor impremented as stand-arone
MS Windows programme

2. A plug-in to Adobe lllustrator (Al) was developed. A
screen shot is given in figure Z. This module possesses the

Figure b. Uniform space partitioning to voxels
for building the hierarchy

male virtual human model. Three differently coloured splitting
planes along the principal axes, which divide the space occu-
pied by the BB of the body, are shown in the figure.

while building the hierarchy the triangles are kept in the
leaf nodes even when intersections with the splitting ptane
9ccur. No splitting of triangres is performed; they arJsimpty
included in both branches of the hierarchy. This ii reasonable
because as mentioned above the faces are quite smail in
comparison to the entire body and further subdivision would not
be beneficial.

Figure 7. Garment editor implemented as plug_in to Adobe
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same functionality as its stand-alone counterpaft. lts main ad-
vantage is that Al has a lot of built-in function for DXF import and
manipulating geometric objects, which do not need to be imple-
mented, like: moving, mirroring, rotation, polygon edi-
tion, etc.

As a result of the garment editing programmes all
necessary information is written in a garment pattern
file. The format of the output file for the two programmes
is the same. The cloth simulation software reads two
input files: one, describing the 3D human body, and the
second describing the garment. For each of the seaming
patterns, a grid of material mass points is generated,
and these panels are automatically positioned around
the human body. This is possible, because the body is
acquired through a 3D scanner, which extracts important
landmarks, like shoulders, waist, etc., which are written
in the body file. After that external elastic forces are
applied along the seaming lines. After a certain number
of iterations the patterns are sewn to each other and the
garment is ,,dressed" 0n the human body. Then a few
more iterations with applying gravity are performed, so that the
garment looks more natural. The user can view the 3D image
by zooming and rotating it. The system can save the 3D image
in an 0pen Inventor file format.

6. Results

The system for dynamic simulation of dressed walking
characters was implemented under Microsoft Windows XP with
Microsoft Visual C++, using the Openlnventorrv library for ren-
dering the 3D images. The experiments were conducted on a PC
with Intel Pentium 4@ CPU, 2.8 GHz and ATI Mobility Radeon
9000 graphics hardware. The original version of the system was
developed in collaboration with the department of Computer
Science, University College London, but the methods and algo-
rithm described in the paper are sole implementation of the
authors.

A 3D virtual human model consisting of 2207 vertices
defining 4410 faces (triangles) was used for the experiments.
About one third (or 1534 triangles) describe the torso and the
head, 926 triangles construct each arm and 512 triangles each
leg. The model and the consecutive animation frames used for
testing the combined collision detection technique were gener-
ated using Metacreations Poser for Windows.

A dress generated with the help of the Al plug-in was used
as a garment. lt consists of 4 patterns - respectively front panel,
back panel, and two sleeves. The representation of the patterns
with the cloth model took a total of 3372 mass points connected
with 18 623 springs.

Figure 8 displays different stages of the process of sewing
a garment around a 3D virtual human model. The two images
on the left show the initial setup of the model and the patterns
positioned around it. They have been rendered respectively in
wireframe and normal rendering mode. ln addition, in the
texturized image a part of the sewing forces which are applied
along predefined sewing lines are visualized. The next two im-
ages 0n the right demonstrate an intermediate stage of the

sewing process and the dressed model of the virtual human after
the successful completion of sewing. The latter took an average
ot 2.264 s to complete.

Figure 8. Sewing a garment around 3D virtual human model
via properly applied sewing forces

The experiments with the combined collision detection
technique were conducted using an animation sequence con-
sisting of different walking poses of the virtual human model.
This sequence is suitable for the purposes of the experiment
because during the animation the hands frequently obscure other
pafts of the body from the point of view of the orlhogonal cam-
eras for acquiring the depth maps. A few different animation
frames from one of the simulations are displayed in figure g, As
the images show the proposed combined cloth-body collision
detection technique performs well as expected, even when over-
lapping occurs. In contrast to figure g, figure /0 demonstrates

Figure 9. Garment simulation on a 3D model
of a viftual walking human

manifestation of the drawback of the pure image-space tech-
nique when objects or parts of objects overlap. The attempt to
carry out a simulation using the basic image-space technique
fails when overlapping which leads to loss of essential depth
information emerges. In the particular case in figure 70 when
the right arm gets in front of the torso the front garment panel
is incorrectly tested for collisions against the depth information
for the right arm. As a consequence the collision response
algorithm tries to move the front panel in front of the right arm
towards the viewer which ruins the simulation.
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be useful. They ease and partly automate the process of mark-
ing-up garment for the purposes of simulation. The garment
designers find the plug-in to Adobe lllustrator more useful be-
cause most of them are familiar with the Adobe products and
their interface. The stand alone garment editor is stil l of benefit
in cases when spending money on a licence for Al is not
reasonable.

An efficient combined cloth-body collision detection tech-
nique which incorporates both image and object-space tech-
niques has been developed for the purposes of the system in
regard to dynamic simulations. The conducted experiments with
animation sequence which represents a walking virtual human
showed that the technique detects collisions adequately. As
expected the technique does not suffer from the drawback of the
pure image-based algorithms when overlapping in the 3D scene
occurs. Despite our efforts to develop a fast collision detection
algorithm, the achieved animation speed is still not satisfactory"
Fufther possibilities to speed up the collision detection process
in order to achieve real-time animation rates should be inves-
tigated.

Figure 10. Failure during simulation employing the basic
image-based approach

During the experiments with each of the collision detec-
tion techniques along with the visual data we gathered perfor-
mance data as well. The table contains the average time spent

in calculations and visualization of a single animation frame
when using the above mentioned collision detection techniques.
The following issues take place during each animation frame:
update of the triangles describing the viftual human from a
frame file; update of the necessary information for collision
detection; cloth simulation; collision detection and if necessary
response; image rendering. During the experiments the reso-
lution of the depth maps was set to 256x256 pixels.

As the results in the fable show the conducted simulation
using the combined collision detection technique took an av-
erage of 37.53% more time to complete than the same simu-
lat ion when using the basic image-space technique. This is
due to the increased amount of computations which are nec-
essary for space partitioning, construction of hierarchies and
complicated collision tests. This performance drop is not un-
expected and it is a logical outcome of the increase in com-
plexity of the approach to collision detection,

7. Gonclusions

This paper presented a system for dressing virtual hu-
mans capable of dynamic simulations. lt util izes a modified
mass-spring cloth model with improved super-elasticity han-
dling. An approach for garment representation and two appli-
cations for editing garments for the purposes of the system
have been implemented. The above allowed us to achieve
quick and realistic static simulations of dressed virtual human
models on a regular PC. During the experiments to dress the
models the proprietary file format for garment description,
which has been developed, proved its applicability. In addition
the two editors of garment consisting of patterns were found to

Average time per frame from animation of dressed walking virtual human model

Basic image-space technique Combined collision detection technique

405 ms per frame 557 ms oer frame
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